
INTERNATIONAL DISARMAMENT, DEMOBILIZATION AND REINTEGRATION CONGRESS
Cartagena de Indias, Colombia, May 4th, 5th and 6th 2009

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The disarmament, demobilization, and reintegration (DDR) of demobilized persons into society is a complex process that 
requires considerable human and financial resources as well as a high degree of coordination between state institutions, 
the international community and civil society organizations in order for it to be properly planned, implemented and moni-
tored.  Of the three components of a DDR process, the reintegration phase is usually the most complex given that a 
minimum level of institutional, economic, political and social capacities are needed, but usually lacking, in regions exiting a 
crisis situation.

Currently there are few mechanisms and forums where academics, experts and practitioners can exchange valuable DDR 
experiences that have been gained thus far in different processes worldwide. In order to address this void, the Government 
of Colombian is hosting an International DDR Congress (CIDDR in Spanish) in the city of Cartagena de Indias on May 4, 5 
and 6, 2009 where these experts and practitioners can meet to share their knowledge from around the world.

The CIDDR in Cartagena is being organized by the Office of the High Counselor for the Social and Economic Reintegration 
(ACR), the National Commission for Reparation and Reconciliation (CNRR), Acción Social and the Colombian Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs. In addition to the Colombian government, other international and national governmental and non govern-
mental organizations – including World Bank’s Social Development Department and the United Nations Development 
Programme’s Bureau for Crisis Prevention and Recovery (BCPR) – are also co-organizing this event.  

Beyond providing an important experience sharing forum for DDR, security and development, and post-crisis reconstruction 
experiences in general, this Congress will seek to highlight the benefits of a community-based reintegration strategy as a 
way of guaranteeing the long term success and sustainability of reintegration programs. All findings and recommendations 
will be preserved in printed and audiovisual memoirs of the event and with the publishing of The Cartagena Contribution to 
DDR document which will convey the main discussion points and conclusions of the CIDDR.

The CIDDR will count with the participation of practitioners from countries with past or present social and economic reinte-
gration processes for demobilized persons; government officials from countries active in post-crisis development and 
peacebuilding initiatives; officials from multilateral organizations involved in post-crisis development and peacebuilding 
initiatives; as well as academics, experts and civil society organizations from around the world active in those same fields.

Finally, in organizing the CIDDR, Colombia wishes to set a precedent in which nations undergoing peacebuilding 
processes of their own take a hands-on approach to developing, conserving and sharing whatever valuable knowledge 
and experience may be gained in this and related fields.  Ideally, the CIDDR should be replicated biennially and hosted by 
countries that have implemented or are in the process of implementing DDR processes in their territories, with the only 
difference being the specific focus of each Congress. 
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Tentative Schedule
The CIDDR will provide a forum where practitioners from around the world will drive the dialogues of this forum by sharing their DDR 
and post-crisis reconstruction experiences firsthand in a series of 4 panels and 16 discussion roundtables. While each panel will deal 
with the broader issues and theories regarding DDR, the roundtables will bring together up to 20 practitioners from different process 
in the world to find practical solutions to common day-to-day problems found in reintegration processes regardless of where they are 
being carried out.  

Monday May 4, 2009

9:00am - 10:00am    INAUGURATION
9:00am - 9:30am     Welcome speech
                                    Minister of Foreign Affairs of Colombia
9:30am - 10:00am    Speech
                                     Vice President of Colombia
10:00am - 10:30am   Coffee Break
10:30am - 12:30pm   OPENING PANEL – COMMUNITY BASED REINTEGRATION EXPERIENCES 
     Colombian High Counselor for Reintegration, Frank Pearl, will be joined by other program directors and international
     dignitaries to share their experiences with community-based reintegration processes.
12:30pm - 2:00pm   Lunch
2:00pm - 4:00pm   PANEL 1 - CRITICAL ISSUES IN DDR
     Introductory panel that will lay out the fundamentals that need to be taken into account when planning a DDR process, 
     in particularly one with a special focus on security, justice and community development
4:00pm - 4:30pm   Coffee Break
4:30pm - 6:30pm   ROUNDTABLES – CRITICAL ISSUES IN DDR 
     Roundtable 1 -  Aims of DDR and success criteria 
     Roundtable 2 -  Targeting Individuals and Communities in DDR processes
     Roundtable 3 -  Balancing the goals of justice, peace  and reconciliation
     Roundtable 4 -  Political legitimacy of reintegration policies

Tuesday May 5, 2009
 
8:00am - 10:00am    PANEL 2 – SECURITY
     This panel will address at the linkages between DDR and Security Sector Reform (SSR), as well as the threats
     that insecurity, spoilers and organized crime play on reintegration processes and receptor communities.
10:00am - 10:30am   Coffee Break
10:30am - 12:30pm   ROUNDTABLES – SECURITY
     Roundtable 1 -  Interim stabilization measures (ISMs) 
     Roundtable 2 -  ISM, SSR and DDR linkages within broader peacebuilding goals
     Roundtable 3 -  Disarmament, demobilization and reinsertion
     Roundtable 4 -  Addressing organized crime and delinquency

12:30pm - 2:00pm   Lunch
2:00pm - 4:00pm   PANEL 3 – SOCIAL REINTEGRATION
     Different experts will look at the psychological and communal aspects – including justice and reconciliation – that must
     be addressed in order to guarantee the viable long term reintegration of persons who have been demobilized from
     illegally armed groups.
4:00pm - 4:30pm   Coffee Break
4:30pm - 6:30pm   ROUNDTABLES – SOCIAL REINTEGRATION
     Roundtable 1 -  Psychosocial approaches to demobilized populations
     Roundtable 2 -  Reconciliation and re-knitting social fabric
     Roundtable 3 -  State legitimacy and citizenship
     Roundtable 4 -  Addressing vulnerable populations issues (women, children, minorities, IDPs)

Wednesday May 6, 2009 

8:00am - 10:00am    PANEL 4 – ECONOMIC REINTEGRATION
     The economic reintegration of persons who have been demobilized from armed group is at once the most important
     and most difficult aspect of any DDR processes. Different experts will discuss the best policies and strategies
     needed to achieve this ultimate goal.
10:00am - 10:30am   Coffee Break
10:30am - 12:30pm   ROUNDTABLES – ECONOMIC REINTEGRATION
     Roundtable 1 -  From War Economy to Peace Economy
     Roundtable 2 -  Education, vocational training, and employment
     Roundtable 3 -  Job creation and access to productive assets
     Roundtable 4 -  Planning and implementation
12:30pm - 2:00pm   Lunch
2:00pm - 4:00pm   CLOSING PANEL 
     Various special guests and dignitaries will present their closing thoughts and remarks about the issues discussed
     during the CIDDR and the importance of security, justice community development in reintegration.
4:00pm - 4:30pm   Coffee Break
4:30pm - 6:30pm   CLOSING SPEECHES
     President Alvaro Uribe of Colombia will be joined by other special guests to close this first International Disarmament,
     Demobilization and Reintegration Congress.
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